LOCKDOWN CORNER

Senior cornerback Robert Blanton is anchoring the Irish secondary and shutting down opposing offenses.
Football Recruiting

Two prospects commit to Irish

By ALLAN JOSEPH

Notre Dame added another playmaker to its recruiting class when South Carolina receiver Chris Brown committed to the Irish during his visit to campus during last weekend's game against Michigan State. While Brown was not highly ranked by many recruiting services, Irish recruiting expert Mike Frank said Brown's talent was evident from the intense interest he had drawn.

"It's kind of strange," said Frank, who runs the ESPN af-

illate Irish Sports Daily. "Here's a guy who has 25 legitimate Division I offers, and more importantly he has offers from everybody in his surrounding area ... but for some reason he's just ranked a three- star by a lot of the services."

Frank said Brown's playmaking ability was a good fit for the Irish. "He can really, really run," Frank said. "He's a very, very ex-

plosive player who can bring some speed to the Notre Dame receiving corps. I personally think it's a big pickup for Notre Dame. They need wide receivers."

Notre Dame also added its first member of the Class of 2013 this past weekend, picking up a verbal commit from Michigan offensive linemen Steve Elmer.

"Elmer is probably the top of-
fensive lineman in all of the Mid-
west next year," Frank said. "This is a very, very big pickup for Notre Dame. The guy you already — 300 pounds, and it's not fat. It's real size and real strength. He can also move very, very well."

Frank said Notre Dame's focus on recruiting Elmer was indicative of the attitude Irish coach Brian Kelly had brought to the program in its second year.

"Brian Kelly has made it very clear ... that the only way [he and his staff] are going to get this thing turned around is to make sure that they have dominating play on both sides of the line," Frank said. "He's shown by offensive line recruiting and defensive line recruiting that he means business. He knows they have to have elite players on both sides of the ball. All you have to do is watch the Michigan State game last week to see evidence of that."

Ohio running back William Ma-

honey also visited Notre Dame last week, and while he did not commit to the Irish, he is moving closer to a decision.

"I think he really, really liked his visit, and really felt like he fit in well," Frank said. "He loved the way Notre Dame ran the hall, which is important for any run-

ning back."

"I think he's going to go visit Pitt this weekend and then after that, we could end up having a de-
cision, or he could check out Michi-
gen State, because he's really getting close to pulling the trigger."

Maryland cornerback Ronald Darby was on campus last week-
end, and while Darby was com-
mitted to the Irish, he had talked about taking official visits to other schools. After this weekend, how-
ever, Darby said he would no longer take those visits, said Frank.

"Whether [Notre Dame] is in a conference or not, I really don't see much of a difference either way when it comes to recruiting," Frank said. "You can get to the NFL, no matter what conference you're in so long as you perform. It hasn't made an impact that I've seen so far."

"More important for Notre Dale recruiting is that it contin-
ues to earn victories.
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Follow our live blog during the game

ndsmcobserver.com

Contact Alumni Joseph at
ajoseph2@nd.edu

For more on Notre Dame recruiting, check out Mike Frank's irishsportsdaily.com. Email Mike at mfrank26@ndiglobal.net and tell him The Observer sent you.
Senior cornerback Robert Blanton has blossomed in his senior season to lead the Irish defense

By CHRIS MASOUD
Assistant Managing Editor

They call it being on an island. No man’s land. Responsibilities range from deflecting a pass to jamming a receiver to shedding a block to making an open-field tackle to intercepting the opposing quarterback. Candidates must possess a sub-4.5 40-yard dash time and a minimum 36-inch vertical.

Still interested in the cornerback position?

“You don’t have any help there. If you don’t have safety help over the top, there’s no help out there. It’s like an island. If you mess up, it’s going to be a touchdown hands-down.”

Take it from senior cornerback Robert Blanton, Notre Dame’s newest stalwart on a defense that held Michigan State to just 13 points Saturday in the first Irish victory of the season.

Blanton played four quarters of shutdown defense, deflecting passes and recording six tackles, including a key sack of Spartan quarterback Kirk Cousins in the third quarter.

“We felt very strongly about Robert Blanton coming into the season, that he would give us great play.”

Brian Kelly
Irish coach

But that natural comfort did not translate to success on every down early in Blanton’s career, and the corner found himself shuffled in-and-out of the starting rotation as a sophomore after starting against USC, Syracuse and Hawaii as a freshman.

Following a year of rotations with former Irish cornerback Darrin Walls and senior Gary Gray in 2010, Blanton has secured his position on the perimeter in his final year in pads for the Irish.

“The difference now is that he comes into this year with a lot of experience, a lot of confidence, defensive backs coach Kerry Cooks said. “He’s got to be one of the guys back there in the secondary that sets the tone. When he goes out there and he makes plays, he’s one of those guys that just got a personality that energizes everybody.”

While Blanton brings a renewed enthusiasm to the position, Kelly met with the corner earlier in the year to discuss his verbal approach on the field.

“I don’t allow talk on the field, so we had our conversations in the first couple of practices last spring,” he said. “Since that time, he’s cut the talking.

“It’s great that he’s got that kind of personality. He just doesn’t talk on the field. He does it with his actions, which is what I expect of him.”

Those actions included an electrifying 82-yard interception return late in the fourth quarter Saturday to dash any chance of a Spartan comeback and seal the Irish victory at the conclusion of the return, stadium public address announcer Mike Collins recapped the play with a new call: “Sir Robert Blanton.”

Collins, who describes the North Carolina native as a “southern gentleman,” said he has only used a handful of nicknames in his 30 years as the voice of Notre Dame Stadium, reserving the distinction for only certain occasions.

“So, I met Robert his sophomore year,” Collins said. “No matter what, he answers everything with, ‘Yes, Sir.’ Everything. So I went to him after last season and asked if there was something special he did on the field, would he mind if I called him ‘Sir Robert Blanton.’

“Then I said I had to wait until something really special happened, and then it did against MSU, and he is now Sir Robert Blanton.”

Collins may call him “Sir,” and his teammates may call him “RJ,” but opposing offensive coordinators simply calling him frustrating. The corner’s success, which includes another late interception against Michigan in the second game of the season, stems from an intense preparation process that begins in the film room.

“RJ’s up here studying just as much as the coaches are,” Cooks said. “It’s ridiculous. Sometimes I’ll tell him a play, and he’ll already know the play is happening just based on the recognition, the splits. A lot of that comes from studying defenses up and down and understanding what the offense is trying to do to beat us.”

Blanton, who said the cornerback position is 90 percent mental, said he focuses his time in the film room studying opposing receivers and their tendencies rather than highlights of his past performances.

“100 percent I watch my opponent,” he said. “Our coaches have a great breakdown for each receiver. They gave us clips, cut-ups. I’ll watch those and then watch the receivers and evaluate each receiver on the team. But I don’t study too much. It’s fun to go in there and evaluate your opponent, and it helps you on Saturday to be successful and see what your opponent’s doing. It’s like studying for an exam. Saturday is the exam.”

While Blanton has aced the first three exams, he remains focused on the task ahead, taking each game and each snap one at a time.

A constant test in practice, senior wide receiver Michael Floyd, said Blanton possesses a number of qualities that make him difficult to beat both down field and in short-yardage situations.

“He’s tall and long,” Floyd said. “He gives you a lot of difficulty. He presses you. You have to know how to get off the line. He gives us a lot of pressure and a lot of good technique that we can get help on.”

Defensive coordinator Bob Diaco said the 6-foot-1 senior utilizes his height to his advantage, allowing Blanton to compete for the football in the air with larger receivers. Still, he credits Blanton’s intangibles, character and leadership qualities for his success on the field.

“He’s the battery,” Diaco said. “He’s fun, he’s exciting. He’s just himself. And he leads by example. He doesn’t mind snatching a guy up and getting him right, no matter who it is. He’s constantly pressing and making sure the guys are locked in to the task at hand.”

In addition to his responsibilities on the field, Blanton has taken on the role of mentor to sophomore cornerbacks Lo Wood and Bennett Jackson.

Cooks said he hopes the young corners will learn from Blanton’s “swagger” and relentless enthusiasm.

“He’s the battery,” said Diaco. “Right now — making sure the offense is happening just based on the recognition, the splits. A lot of that comes from studying defenses up and down and understanding what the offense is trying to do to beat us.”
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That will continue. Tommy Rees should have plenty of opportunities to actually get one right. The defensive line was impressive in its ability to show its true potential, but Pittsburgh isn’t good enough to win. The Irish struggled on the ground, particularly continuing the seemingly inevitable turnovers. Notre Dame isn’t yet playing at the same level as the defense. Rees can distribute the ball to the running backs, and the key to that will be minimizing the number of turnovers that he makes. While Pittsburgh may be complex, it isn’t athletic enough to keep up. The defense is based in a 3-4 formation, the Panthers often will line up in a 3-4 formation, and the depth of the defensive line certainly paid the price for letting Tommy Rees get blind-sided, causing a fumble. The Irish showed last week just what they can do when they don’t beat themselves, though they still committed some mistakes to beat Michigan State. The Irish showed a spark of brilliance on special teams last week, but that accomplishment was overshadowed by John Goodman’s fumble on a punt return, which continues a string of struggles in that phase of the game for which the blame falls squarely on the shoulders of the offensive line.

The biggest challenge the Irish will face this weekend is the variety of schemes the Panthers employ to confuse the quarterback. While Pittsburgh is based in a 3-4 formation, the Panthers often will line up in a traditional 4-3 defense. The second unit is similarly complex, as Pittsburgh coach Todd Graham throws everything from a stock Cover 2 defense to the rarely-seen Cover 0 at the quarterback to confuse him. The key will be Kelly’s offense for Rees to minimize the number of turnovers, and the Irish will focus on quickly getting the ball to the abundance of playmakers they have. While Pittsburgh may be complex, it isn’t athletic enough to keep up.

IRISH SCHEDULE
Sept. 3 South Florida (L, 31-13)
Sept. 10 @ Michigan (L, 13-12)
Sept. 17 Michigan St. (W, 31-13)
Sept. 24 @ Pittsburgh (W, 31-10)
Oct. 1 Air Force (W, 31-13)
Oct. 8 Army (W, 31-13)
Oct. 15 Navy (W, 31-13)
Nov. 5 @ Wake Forest (W, 31-13)
Nov. 12 @ Maryland (W, 31-13)
Nov. 19 Boston College (W, 31-13)
Nov. 26 @ Stanford (W, 31-13)

IRISH SPECIAL TEAMS
Notre Dame showed a flash of brilliance on special teams last week, but that accomplishment was overshadowed by John Goodman’s fumble on a punt return, which continues a string of struggles in that phase of the game. Rees can distribute the ball to the running backs, and the key to that will be minimizing the number of turnovers that he makes. The defense is based in a 3-4 formation, the Panthers often will line up in a 3-4 formation, and the depth of the defensive line certainly paid the price for letting Tommy Rees get blind-sided, causing a fumble.

The Irish showed last week just what they can do when they don’t beat themselves, though they still committed three turnovers. The Irish did not need a 100-yard performance from either Cierre Wood or Michael Floyd to win by double digits. It seemed as though the offense simplified things and executed better than they had all season.

The defense held the Spartans to just 29 rushing yards, as the defensive line dominated the interior and kept Michigan State off balance most of the game. Pittsburgh has only played one legitimate opponent so far this season, losing to Iowa last week. Notre Dame is once again the better team — the question remains whether or not they will beat themselves like they did against South Florida and Michigan.

Allan Joseph
Sports Editor

After three games, I have picked exactly zero games correctly. In my defense, no one saw the loss to South Florida coming, and I would have had the score of the Michigan game exactly right — if the game had ended 30 seconds earlier. And last week, the Irish overcame their mistakes to beat Michigan State. This week should be the week I actually get one right. The defensive line was impressive again last week, pushing around a strong Spartan front. That will continue. Tommy Rees has plenty of time to get plenty of breathing room for his seemingly-inevitable turnovers. Notre Dame isn’t yet playing to its potential, but Pittsburgh isn’t good enough to win. The Irish will get their second win of the season on the weekend I get my first one.

Douglas Farmer
Editor-in-Chief

It’s as Mickey said in “Rocky II,” or a censored version of what Linkin Park says in “Numa/Encore” — “What are we waiting for?”

What was Notre Dame waiting for? Where was that team all season? Yes, Notre Dame still turned the ball over three times, but at some point the Irish will cure the punt return woes. If nothing else, stick Michael Floyd back there to catch every catch time around. And the offensive line certainly paid the price for letting Tommy Rees get blindsided, causing a fumble.

With the turnovers finally cured, or nearly so, and the defensive front showing its true potential, no need to wait anymore. After all, Rocky beat Apollo Creed the second time.

Eric Prister
Sports Writer
Pittsburgh Defense

CB
22 Antwan Reed Sr.
21 Buddy Jackson Sr.
OLB
5 Ejuan Prince Fr.
7 Brandon Lindsey Sr.
DE
97 Aaron Donald So.
94 Myles Garagin Sr.
NG
98 Chas Axleix Sr.
DE
91 Tyrone Essel So.
CB
8 Todd Thomas Fr.
38 Greg Williams Sr.

Pittsburgh Offensive

WR
87 Mike Shanahan Jr.
78 Damarlo Belcher Jr.
76 Jordan Gibbs Sr.
68 Lucas Nix Sr.
52 Ryan Turley Jr.
44 Chris Jacobson Sr.
43 Matt Reiffmuth Fr.
30 Jaurrell Holins Jr.
19 Cameron Suddier Jr.
15 Devin Street So.
WR
84 Ed Trucks So.

Pittsburgh Special Teams

FB
16 Tino Sunseri Jr.
41 Andrew Tagliantelli Jr.
ILB
32 Max Gruder So.
32 Tyler Boykin Jr.
DE
44 Shane Gordon Sr.
ILB
25 Jason Hendricks So.
23 Lafayette Pitts Fr.

Pittsburgh Offense

Pittsburgh coach Todd Graham is familiar with Notre Dame’s offensive schemes despite being in his first year, as he coached Tulsa to an upset victory over the Irish in 2010. In his first year, however, Graham is still working his players with his system. Irish defensive coordinator Bob Diaco, however, has a defensive front seven that plays fast, strong and smart now that it understands Diaco’s system.

Pittsburgh Offensive Coaching

Running back Ray Graham has established himself as one of the nation’s top running backs, currently ranking fifth in the nation with 140 yards per game. Graham’s six touchdowns are also third in the country. Pittsburgh will lean on its lead running back to establish a strong ground game early in Saturday’s contest.

First-year Panthorcs coach Todd Graham brings the same offensive scheme he used to prolific effect at Tulsa. In 2010, Todd Graham’s Tulsa squad averaged over 500 yards of total offense, including 217 yards per game on the ground.

The Notre Dame defensive line played perhaps its best game of the season against a physical Michigan State squad, highlighted by the Spartans’ mere 29 rushing yards on 23 carries. Though some of the younger players will see less playing time against Pittsburgh’s complex offense, the Irish defensive line provides an equal match to the Panthers’ experienced offensive front.

Linebacker Prince Shembo will return to the field this week after tending to a family emergency last week, bolstering Notre Dame’s run defense.

Pittsburgh Passing

Pittsburgh quarterback Tino Sunseri had some trouble adjusting to Todd Graham’s new system at the beginning of the year but has now become fairly comfortable in his schemes. While the Panthers no longer have stalwart receiver Jonathan Baldwin, receiver Devin Street has capably filled Baldwin’s role as primary target. Sunseri and Street have developed a good relationship, which has manifested itself on film in averaging 15.7 yards per catch and nearly 80 yards per game.

Panthers running back Ray Graham adds another unique dimension to Pittsburgh’s aerial attack, as he is tied for the second-most receptions on the team. Ray Graham’s running ability also sets Pittsburgh up to utilize play-action effectively. The Notre Dame secondary has been inconsistent over its first three contests, though corner Robert Blanton has been the one constant. Most important to Notre Dame’s pass defense is the play of cornerback Gary Gray, who struggled against Michigan. If Gray can play to his potential, Notre Dame has two top-quality cornerbacks.

Pittsburgh Schedules

Sept. 3 Buffalo (W, 35-6)
Sept. 10 Maine
Sept. 17 @ Iowa (W, 35-29)
Sept. 24 Notre Dame (W, 35-21)
Oct. 26 Cincinnati (W, 35-21)
Nov. 5 Connecticut
Nov. 12 Syracuse (L, 27-31)
Nov. 19 Louisville
Dec. 3 South Florida
Dec. 10 Louisville
Dec. 17 South Florida
Dec. 24 East Carolina
Dec. 31 Pittsburgh

“ I hope the defense led by Robert Blanton shuts Pitt out. I love the city of Pittsburgh but not the University of Pitt. The Irish win this one easily.”

Former Notre Dame cornerback and Pittsburgh native

Darrin Walls

Chris Masoud
Assistant Managing Editor

Andrew Owens
Associate Sports Editor

Notre Dame is still a flawed team. One week does not erase the recurring problems of this team. The Irish still have secondary and special teams issues, but last week was a step in the right direction.

This week Notre Dame faces a Pittsburgh team that, quite simply, is not very good. Panthers coach Todd Graham will restore success to the program, but 2011 will be rough for the former Tulsa coach who beat the Irish last season.

Panthers running back is very talented, but one thing the Irish have proven is they can stop the run. They will keep Graham in check and force Tino Sunseri to throw early and often.

Cierre Wood and Jonas Gray will combine for over 200 yards as this still-flawed team rolls to victory.

FINAL SCORE: Notre Dame 38, Pittsburgh 13

FINAL SCORE: Notre Dame 42, Pittsburgh 14
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First-year Pitt coach a familiar face for Irish

By ALLAN JOSEPH
Sports Editor

One of the biggest challenges first-year coaches face is installing their systems while preparing for unfamiliar opponents. Pittsburgh’s Todd Graham, however, is intimately familiar with Notre Dame, as he coached Tulsa to one of the biggest upsets in Notre Dame history, when the Golden Hurricane defeated the Irish 28-27 in Notre Dame Stadium last year.

“Graham knows us quite well from last year,” Irish coach Brian Kelly said. “We’re familiar with his system. Now he essentially put in his philosophy and his system of offense and defense at Pittsburgh. When you’re watching film, you’re seeing a lot of similarities to his Tulsa club.”

Graham’s signature philosophy is defensive complexity, as his Panthers (2-1) employ a dizzying number of looks in order to confuse the opposing quarterback.

“They play every coverage imaginable in the back end,” Kelly said. “You’re going to see multiple coverages in the secondary. They’ll bring a lot of pressure, mix it up between three down and four down [linemen], and give you a lot of different looks. I think that that, from our standpoint, is what concerns us the most.”

Kelly drew comparisons between his squad and the Panthers’ defensive front.

“I like their front. They can be in three down, four down, and they’re a lot like us in that standpoint,” Kelly said. “I just remember last year they brought a lot of pressure.”

While the Pittsburgh secondary has struggled somewhat this season, senior Irish wide receiver Michael Floyd expects the Panthers to play their best game of the year against Notre Dame.

“When a team plays Notre Dame, it doesn’t really matter what the record was,” Floyd said. “I think they will play exceptionally well, and I don’t think the mistakes will be there.

On the offensive side of the ball, the Panthers are taller and bigger than Graham’s 2010 Tulsa squad, but Irish defensive coordinator Bob Diaco said the core schemes are no different.

“Tulsa had excellent personnel too, it’s just a little different,” Diaco said. “They still have a myriad of different plays that they run from different steps, and we need to be ready to defend all of those plays.”

The Panther offense revolves around junior running back Ray Graham, who currently ranks fifth in the nation in rushing with 140 yards per game.

“(Ray Graham) is a rugged player,” Diaco said. “He’s got contact balance and initial quickness, he’s got long speed and he could move both laterally in short space quickly, and he can also get vertical and accelerate. He’s a rugged runner, he’s a tackle-breaker, so he’s a real challenge.”

Graham, however, is also known for his versatility out of the backfield.

“Obviously the first guy that stands out is Ray Graham,” Kelly said. “(He’s an) outstanding running back, [and is] multifaceted in that he can catch the ball coming out of the backfield — he can line up as a wide receiver.”

Junior Panther quarterback Tino Sunseri has flourished in Graham’s signature philosophy.

“[Sunseri] seems far more comfortable in this system,” junior wide receiver Manti Te’o said. “He’s making good decisions, so we definitely know what they are capable of doing.”

Sunseri leads a complex offense that will force the Irish defense to stay honest and disciplined.

“We need to read our key, get into our fit, and we need to stay there — and not be unfocused with our eyes,” Diaco said.

Te’o, however, believes the Irish must stick to their fundamentals.

“We just play football,” he said. “We just line up and get to the ball.”
By ANDREW OWENS
Associate Sports Editor

Ever since he was a young boy, sophomore receiver TJ Jones has depended on his father as the rock in his life — spiritually, academically and athletically.

When Andre Jones, member of the 1988 Irish national championship team, died at age 42 in June, much of what TJ had come to rely on in his first 18 years of life was thrown into chaos. But the sophomore has transformed into the rock that his mother and four younger siblings depend on in Gainesville, Ga.

“I just think to myself (about his father) every day,” Jones said. “I’ve got six, seven people counting on me. So every day I got to push myself that much harder to make sure that it’s not enough to make it for myself, but also for my family.”

Jones was participating in summer practices when receivers coach Tony Alford called him into the Guglielmino Complex and told him his father was ill after suffering a brain aneurism.

Alford and Andre Jones developed a close bond after the recruitment of TJ. When Alford’s father died at the time, Jones assisted the receivers coach during the period.

“[Alford] and my dad had a very close relationship, and he’s kind of like that father figure in my life on campus and I can talk about anything with him if I needed to,” TJ said. “I know during that period, him and my dad, their relationship grew because my dad was there helping him stay through it spiritually, so that helps our relationship now because he knows what I’m going through and he knows what kind of person my dad was.”

Those surrounding TJ have been astonished by the receiver’s composure since the tragedy.

“Just the way that he’s handled himself, it’s just unbelievable,” Irish senior safety and captain Harrison Smith said. “There was never any time where he was down or gave up. He’s just a tough kid and … it’s just motivation. Just doing it for his dad. Just giving him that little bit extra when you might not want to put everything you have into it is something that he has definitely used to his advantage.

Irish coach Brian Kelly credits Jones’ ability to mature amid a life-changing situation.

“As a player, I think he’s really stepped up and become more accountable,” Kelly said. “He’s not a freshman anymore. Last year there were times where he would just act like a freshman. He’s a lot more mature in the way he handles himself.”

Jones said he often stops during his busy days and reflects on his relationship with his father.

“It’s not hard to keep him on my mind,” he said. “Every second I’m not thinking about schoolwork or football, I’m thinking about him. It’s put a toll on me. When I’m on the field or in the classroom [it’s difficult], but outside that I can think to myself and be myself.”

Jones said he valued the discussions he had with his father, his source of advice for life at Notre Dame and as a college football player.

“I don’t have that person to go to when I have questions on football or life at Notre Dame because he knew all that,” Jones said. “So I don’t have anyone to really talk to now, and I’ve become the man of the house, so my problems don’t matter to me anymore. It’s more helping my family out.

“I’m very grateful because I know a lot of times it would make him tear up or cry running out of the tunnel, and I never understood it until I ran out of the tunnel the first time knowing he wasn’t there, so I am very grateful he got to see me last year.”

Jones is serving as a father-figure for his brother Malachi while the high school senior takes recruiting visits himself and decides where to play college football.

“Every Thursday or so I try to talk to him pregame and see who they’re playing, what their game-plan is, and that’s my advice — to go out and ball and do your best, give it your all and play,” Jones said. “Then we’ll talk on Sunday and Monday and recap how the game went if I can’t catch it online.”

As those in his life — teammates, friends and family — continue to rely on the sophomore’s ability to lead, TJ has discovered more about himself by reflecting on Andre’s life as a football player, a friend, and, most importantly, a father.

Contact Andrew Owens at aowens2@nd.edu

Jones carries the memory of his father on the field

Irish sophomore receiver TJ Jones tip-toes along the sideline and scores a touchdown against Michigan on Sept. 10. The Wolverines defeated Notre Dame, 35-31.
Watch the making of the Irish Insider cover.

Check out the video on the Irish Insider Extra Blog.
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